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AIR TRANSPORT AS AID TO WAR EFFORT

A certain amount may be said about what our air transport has already

accomplished during the war with its slender resources. When the full tale is

told it will constitute an impressive record of great achievement.

Ever since the outbreak of war, our entire resources of civil aviation have

been harnessed to the war effort. This has called for adaptability, improvisation

and departure in many cases from peace time standards. These features have been

particularly prominent in the case of the overseas services. Changes in the

military situation have often compelled civil aircraft to be switched over at

short notice from one route to another, and the taking of risks which would not

have been considered justifiable in peace time when safety was the keynote of

operation.

Aircraft have had to follow undeveloped routes, and navigational aids have

been on a meagre scale. Maintenance has been increasingly difficult owing to

shortage of spares and skilled labour, and to the variety of types in use. New

transport aircraft to replace obsolescent pre-war fleets hare been scarce, and

converted military aircraft have had to be used as well.

Prearranged plans for operating our Empire Air services by alternative routes

across France and Africa went by the board owing to the sudden collapse of

France in 1940, and new routes have had to be prepared and operated. The entrance

of Italy into the war closed the Mediterranean to our short range civil flying
boats and necessitated a long detour to the Middle East via Portugal and West

Africa, thence across Africa to link up with she flying boat route from South

Africa to Egypt and India.

This was in turn affected by the outbreak of disturbances in Iraq, followed by

the hostilities in Syria, and it became necessary to improvise a shuttle service across

Iraq with "tanked up" aircraft.

Later, in the Far East, the Empire air route had to be progressively adjusted

as the Japanese advanced. Yet air communication with Australia only ceased when

Burma, Malaya and the Dutch East Indies had all been occupied by the enemy,

In the Middle East, air transport has had to keep pace with the military

situation. The services across Africa have, with the assistance of the American

company. Pan American Airways, and the Belgian company, Sabena, been intensified,

A new service from Cairo has been started and later varied as requested. Between

the U.K. and the Middle East aircraft have been, routed now via the Mediterranean

now via W. Africa, whichever afforded the best means of maintaining this aerial

lifeline. Across the North Atlantic large numbers of pilots who have ferried

military aircraft from the other side have been transported back in long-range

converted bombers.

Malta has been kept in constant touch by air with the outside world, and with

the help of the Dutch a service to Portugal has been operated with clock-work

regularity.

Full credit, must be given to British Overseas Airways Corporation for all its arduous

overseas activities. Since 1940 the Corporation has been the instrument of

for this work, and has operated in accordance with directions given by the Secretary

of State for Air under tie emergency powers conferred upon him by the B.O.A. Act,

1939. The loads carried on the service have been almost entirely official to the

exclusion of commercial traffic.

The heavy demands of this governmental priority traffic on all the air routes

has made the problem of providing cheap and speedy means of communication between

troops and their relatives and friends at hone a difficult one.

But by arrangement with the G.P.O. light postcards and airgraphs (microfilms of

photographed letters) are new carried by air to the troops in the Middle and Far East

and air letter form and airgraphs are brought home by air.


